
around like a flock of sheep,
bleating pathetically. The usual
stalwarts, like FRB, Puffer and
Doug the Tub checked (not me I
hasten to add, I can bleat with the
best of them), and about the second
check, we were confronted by some
first class shiggy. The trail
cunningly avoided this by going
along the top of a bank, which I at
first put down to effeminacy on
the part of the hare. Someone then
pointed out that as we were invited
post-hash back to the hare’s house,
the hare was probably keen not to
have everyone’s shoes plastered
with mud, so avoidance of shiggy
probably indicated good sense
rather than lack of moral fibre.
The track then narrowed, causing a
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A nice sunny Sunday, and the
prospect of a free barbecue was
enough to concentrate a fair-sized
pack at Car Park 8, Albury  Heath.
The directions seemed a bit
cryptic. My map shows Albury
Heath as being some way from the
run-site, but no matter, everyone
seemed to find it (of course, if
anyone didn’t find it, we will by
definition never know), and off we
set. Not of course without the
traditional prelude of urinatory
excursions into the surrounding
woods.

The trail proved to be
undemanding but pleasant, with
checks in scenic areas, bluebell
woods, rhododendrons and suchlike
where most of the pack stood

malevolent eccentric who seemed
to have nothing better to do than
churn up the landscape by driving
his 4-wheel drive all over the soft
parts. Someone should tell him we
have roads so this sort of thing can
be avoided. Another eyesore was
the piles of rubbish left behind by
clay-pigeon shooters. What a pity
the clay pigeons can’t get their
own back by crapping on the heads
of the shooters. Then some more
nice scenery and within about an
hour most of the pack were back.
The knitting circle drifted in soon
afterwards, and there was a rare
visit from Gunga Dick.

At the Hash Circle, the GM was
in good form, admired by a lot of
visitors and a visiting virgin from
Turkey (no less). I don’t think he
said anything very memorable
though, as I can’t remember a word
of it. Tosser then took over,
talking the usual nonsense. The

certain amount of congestion
among the pack. I thought for a
moment that my luck had changed,
but it turned out to be nothing
more than a boxer dog attempting
to explore my rectum with one end
of a stick, the other end of which it
had clamped between its drooling
jaws. (The dog in question had a
Scandinavian connection, which
for some reason put me in mind of
a survey I once read about, in
which 55% of married women in
Sweden said they had tried anal sex,
but the majority didn’t intend to do
so again. I guess poor old bonzo
must find life frustrating). There
were some quite interesting hills
and bemused but amiable natives
were encountered, and one

onset of summer has obviously got
to him, shorts now being the order
of the day, and particularly
fetching shorts they were too. The
luckless hare had a down-down
from what must surely be the most
disgusting object in the universe,
with a chorus of sympathy from
the circle (“Go on, suck the prick”
- from Gibber if  I’m not mistaken)
as Icepyk tried unavailingly to
block the holes with his fingers
while drinking, at the same time as
avoiding the degradation of
following Gibber’s well-meant
advice. Well, at least he wouldn’t
have got beer all down his front if
he had. And then, as if to prove
that no good deed goes unpunished,
we all repaired to Icepyk’s for a
barbecue.

Parking at Burrow’s Lea Farm
where some terribly nice ladies with
their horses seemed thoroughly
mystified by it all. “What on earth

is going on?” one was heard
whispering. Being well brought up,
she was too polite to bawl out what
she really felt, which was probably
something like  “Who are these
scruffy oiks, and what are they
doing here?” On being told that we
were no more than harmless
Hashers, they seemed re-assured,
which suggests strongly that they
had never heard of Hashing, or
they would at this point have
become seriously alarmed.

 And so across the road to
Icepyk’s Tennis court, beautiful
view, manicured flower beds, warm
and sunny afternoon, splendid
barbecue and a hazy, alcohol-
induced sense of well-being for
those fortunate enough not having
far to drive home. At times like
these, even Hashers can behave
properly.
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There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
There is no bridge, there are no boats, all other transport’s banned
So I gaze across the river bank and take myself in hand

Curly (Overall Winner                  – 3 points)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
My blood pressure is rising and my heart pounds fit to bust
I cannot cross and get him and thus assuage my lust

Arfur Pint (Joint 2 nd – 2 points)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
I wish I were athletic like that graceful Ian Squires
Whence I’d swim across to grab the lad and electrify his wires

Tequil’over (Joint 2 nd – 2 points)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
So come on boys let’s build a bridge to reach the other river bank
 But then again it takes too long and will be quicker just to wank

Clever Trevor (Joint 3 rd  – 1 point)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
What a joy to see a bottom like a peach and not a prune
Alas this boy is not a man and is too soft to make me swoon

Terminator (Joint 3 rd – 1 point)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
A brave soul did swim that current so strong and mean
But the silly twit forgot the Vaseline

Hare Eater (Joint 3rd – 1 point)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
To swim that raging torrent would be really dumb
Besides I think Hare Eater has a much nicer bum

Ancient Mariner (Joint 3 rd – 1 point)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
However a lusty maiden with attributes galore soon passes the door
And with rapid thrusts of swollen shaft the frustration is no more

Uncle Gerry (Joint 3 rd – 1 point)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
He is so slim, lithe and fit I love him to distraction
But all I’ve got is Mrs. G. for future satisfaction

Short An (0 points)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
That leaves the girl on this side of the stream
But she already has a man who makes her pussy cream

Icepyck (0 points)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
Don’t swim that deadly race to reach a peachy derry
Walk further up the bank and catch the ferry

A.M.’s No 1 daughter (0 points)

There is a boy across the river with a bottom like a peach
But the rapid flowing river keeps that pleasure out of reach
If the heart has been pierced by the arrows of cupid
Don’t swim! Use the bridge stupid

A.M.’s No 2 daughter (0 points)

Now what you have all been waiting for!! (not) The results from the Poetry(?) competition


